Abstract-Visual crowdsensing is successfully applied in numerous application areas, yet little work has been done on measuring and improving the quality of worker contributed visual data. Rather than evaluating the visual quality based on traditional metrics such as resolution, we focus on data diversity, which is crucial for a broad stream of visual crowdsensing tasks. Two representative diversityoriented task types are studied, namely static object imagery and evolving event photography. The former aims to collect multi-facet/ aspect yet low redundant data about a stationary object, while the latter wants to detect and collect details of key scenes throughout an event. We link these quality needs with data utility and propose a unified visual crowdsensing framework called UtiPay. Data utility is characterized by the macro and micro diversity needs: at the macro level, the pyramid-tree approach is proposed for multi-attributebased data grouping; at the micro level, we use several strategies for intra-group data selection and worker contribution measurement. To study the impact of our proposed utility measurement approaches, we propose two utility-enhanced payment schemes as incentive mechanisms: Uti and Uti-Bid. Experiments over several user studies with a total of 43 subjects validate the performance of UtiPay for measuring and enhancing the data quality of visual crowdsensing tasks.
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INTRODUCTION
M OBILE crowd sensing (MCS) is a novel large-scale sensing paradigm [1] , [2] . MCS leverages average users to share information acquired by their smartphones about certain place, time, or phenomenon of interest (e.g., noise info [3] , interesting scenes [4] , public transportation [5] , social event [6] , travel plan [7] ). We are especially interested in visual crowdsensing where people share pictures captured by their mobile devices. In particular, we consider two types of visual crowdsensing: one is taking pictures of static objects and the other is taking snapshots of evolving events.
While these two visual crowdsensing applications are interesting and popular, it is not clear how to determine the quality of the visual data contributed by workers. Without a proper way to determine the quality of contributed data, it is hard for the system to decide when crowdsensing can be stopped or how to motivate people to contribute what data. In the literature, trustworthy [8] or ambiguity [9] of crowdsourced data has been studied and considered in crowdsensing systems, but no work has investigated how to quantify the quality of visual data, i.e., images or videos. In this work, we focus on measurement of quality of one type of visual data-images. Different from traditional image quality metrics such as resolution or peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) of an image, our concern is on data diversity considering the relationship among multiple images from multiple people rather than each single image.
We next use the two examples shown in Fig. 1 to illustrate the quality concepts in the two types of visual crowdsensing applications we focus on.
Task T 1 is published by an artist, who wants to gather pictures of delicate brick carvings at a family mansion of the Qing Dynasty in China. Task T 2 is published by a parent who wants to see some pictures from a kids' talent show held in a kindergarten. T 1 is a static object imagery task, and T 2 is an evolving event photography task. The two tasks' quality needs regarding picture diversity differ, as discussed below.
A static object imagery task aims to collect multifacet/aspect, yet low redundant data about a stationary object. The multi-aspect need requires crowd workers to take pictures of the object at distinct places, shooting angles, and shot distances (shot-size) etc. For example, A-4, B-1, and B-4 are taken at different places for different bricks. Though A-1, A-2 and B-3 are taken for the same brick, it is taken at different shooting angles (A-1 and A-2) or distances (A-1 and B-3), so they are all considered as valuable data regarding the coverage need or diversity of the pictures. However, two pictures of the same brick carving taken under similar contexts (e.g., angle and distance) are considered redundant (e.g., A-3 and B-2) and we only need to keep one of them. Multi-dimensional constraints can be used to determine the redundancy of two submissions, such as 30 degree difference for shooting angle [10] or 8 m to determine long/short distance to an object. For object imagery tasks, the objective is to capture each aspect of the object in terms of shooting angle, shot distance, lighting etc., and attain even coverage across all aspects, allowing us to select representative clear pictures for each aspect. An evolving event photography task wants to detect and collect details of key scenes (or highlights) throughout an event [4] , [10] , [11] . It may not be feasible, if not impossible, to specify all the targeted scenes in advance, since the evolution of events can be highly dynamic and hard to anticipate. Alternatively, 'key' should be characterized by crowd behaviors (e.g., many workers take photos for an interesting scene), while biased photos should be filtered out. For example, for T 2 in Fig. 1 , every 3 minutes we would like to have pictures from the event and a picture is considered useful only if at least two workers submitted a picture for the same scene. There are only pictures taken by D in time slots S1 and S2, so they are considered biased. S3 and S4 are considered highlights as both C and D contribute data about the same scene. For event photography tasks, the objective is to collect more pictures with richer details for key scenes. Overall, in addition to the same aspects used for static object imagery, time instant (e.g., highlights) is another aspect that is important for evolving events. To support the goals of these two types of visual sensing tasks, we need to know how to measure/quantify the quality/utility of user-contributed visual data. Our work presented in this paper is exactly on developing algorithms for such purposes. The utility of data is determined by both the macro-level (i.e., distinction of aspects such as time, place, shooting angle, shooting distance) and the micro-level (i.e., the requirement for each individual aspect, e.g., sufficient number of contributors for each event highlight) diversity needs. This raises the following research challenges.
Grouping of crowd-contributed data stream at the macro level. Data items are supposed to cover different aspects of a task. However, there can be several data items that capture the same aspect. To measure data utility, we should first group the data that capture the same aspect of the task based on predefined aspects/ attributes. The challenge for data grouping is that there are many aspects for a task. It is difficult to integrate the heterogeneous aspects into a single distance metric and feed it to traditional clustering algorithms. Further, the grouping process should be performed online as data continuously arrives. This way, we can identify the aspects with poor or no coverage [12] , [13] and inform the workers promptly. Therefore, we need to develop an online clustering algorithm to group data stream based on various aspects. Intra-group data selection. Given data groups separated at the macro level, we then need to select the most useful data within each group. Data items that can provide better diversity for a static object or key scenes of an evolving event are valuable, while biased or low-quality ones are useless and should not be selected. The usefulness of data within each group (i.e., micro-level) differ for the two types of visual sensing tasks. For static object imagery, each aspect can be well represented by one or a few high-quality data items, so that only the selected one(s) in each group is deemed useful. For evolving event photography, data that can be used to reconstruct details of key scenes are valuable, especially for the groups with higher joint attention [10] . For example, since events often change quickly or contain rich information in key scenes (S3 and S4 in Fig. 1 ), certain number of snapshots should be used to capture the details. The selection number, however, should adapt to the dynamics of highlights-particularly the number of contributors of the relevant data group. We can measure the data utility of each contributor with regard to the ability to satisfy both macro and micro diversity needs.
To address the above issues, we propose UtiPay, a framework for user contribution measurement for visual crowdsensing applications. Specifically, this work makes the following contributions. 1) A unified framework for visual crowdsensing tasks:
static object imagery and evolving event photography. We characterize them with a generic task model. The framework also includes a set of components to support data utility measurement. 2) A pyramid-tree (PTree) based approach for online data grouping and utility measurement. PTree can dynamically group crowd-contributed data stream according to multi-dimensional attributes. We propose several strategies (e.g., mean-priority, time-priority) for intra-group data selection, and compute data utility based on the selection results. 3) Utility-enhanced payment schemes. To study the impact of our proposed utility measurement approaches, we propose two utility-enhanced payment schemes as incentive mechanisms: Uti and Uti-Bid. The former pays workers based on their utility; while the latter is an improved reverse auction method. UtiBid uses utility-enhanced bidding for winner selection and dynamically estimates the budget with regards to the utility of all user-contributed data. 4) Extensive performance studies. We conducted user studies with a total of 43 subjects to validate the performance of our work. We first evaluate the performance of our proposed utility measurement methods and the results indicate that PTree can effectively cluster crowdsensed data with multiple constraints; we further study the impact of the utility on incentive mechanisms and the results show that the utility-based payment schemes enhance the quality of sensing for both types of visual crowdsensing tasks.
RELATED WORK

Visual Crowdsensing Tasks
Visual crowdsensing tasks have been studied in many application areas, such as urban imagery, event recording, and disaster relief [14] . It is also used for fingerprint-based localization [13] and public sensing [15] . The data coming from visual crowdsensing tasks can be pictures [14] , [15] , [16] , [17] , [18] or videos [4] , [10] . Different data types have different diversity needs. For pictures, shooting angles [17] , distance to targets [10] , visual similarity [15] , etc., are considered. Our paper denotes all these needs as attributes or constraints. Some visual crowdsensing tasks are based on pre-defined attributes, while others are dynamic (e.g., highlights of events) and should be learned during data collection. We focus on enhancing the quality of sensing of two types of visual crowdsensing tasks, namely static object imagery and evolving event photography. The two types have been widely studied in the past few years. The scale of an object imagery task ranges from a single building (e.g., SmartPhoto [17] ) to a city (e.g., SmartEye [14] , PhotoCity [16] ). Representative examples about evolving event photography are given in [4] , [10] , [11] . As discussed above, the two task types share common yet also present different needs on data diversity. We thus choose them as representative examples for worker contribution measurement studies in this work.
Data Utility Notion in MCS
Utility measurement has been widely used for sensor selection in WSNs. Bian et al. [19] used submodular and supermodular functions to select a sensor set to maximize the total utility while not exceeding the available energy. Riahi et al. [20] supported multi-query optimization, selecting appropriate sensors to maximize the total utility according to end user queries. In MCS, similar idea has also been explored. For example, CrowdRecruiter [21] proposed a utility function to measure the coverage probability of users and deployed a greedy algorithm for minimal-set participant selection. Wu et al. [18] also proposed a resourceaware photo crowdsourcing framework based on delay tolerant networks, where the values of photos are quantified by their coverage and incorporated in utility-based routing. These methods computed utility based on prediction (predicted human movement patterns in [21] ), while in our work, utility is measured for actual data contributed by workers.
Usage of Utility Measurement in MCS
Utility can measure the contribution of each worker and thus it is primarily useful for quality-based worker payment. Therefore, it can be used to develop quality-enhanced incentives for MCS. Incentives have been widely studied in MCS, mostly in the form of monetary rewards [22] , [23] , [24] , [25] , [26] . However, the existing incentive mechanisms are either quantity-or cost-driven, and sensing quality is not well considered. There are several crowdsourcing platforms that provide workers with non-monetary incentives. PhotoCity [16] and Crowd Soft Control [27] used locationbased games to steer people to contribute needed data. Despite their success, it is often less effective to use nonmonetary incentive schemes for tedious work [28] . Steered CrowdSensing [29] connected game points with monetary rewards, but it is task-specific and is used for indoor localization. Moreover, these gamification-based work mainly considered spatial diversity, while other dimensions of attributes at different levels are under-investigated. Though Jin et al. [9] proposed a quality-aware incentive mechanism for MCS, it mainly focuses on content quality, while the diversity needs are not considered.
VISUAL DATA UTILITY MEASUREMENT
This section presents the task model, problem formulation and the framework of UtiPay.
Task Modeling and Diversity Characterization
Task Modeling
We propose a generic task model to characterize the two visual crowdsensing types: Task ¼ hwhen; where; c seti. Here, when is a valid period for performing the task, including the start time and the end time, where refers to the target sensing area, c set is the task-specific attribute set. There are several often-used attributes. For example, th l is a geographical distance threshold, and data sensed within the range of th l could be semantically redundant; th t refers to the data sampling interval, and the data within the same interval can be considered redundant. There are attributes specific to pictures, e.g., th a-the minimum orientation discrepancy of pictures belonging to the same scene.
For each task, we have n recruited workers: W ¼ fw 1 ; . . . ; w n g. Each data item d submitted is modeled as d ¼ hwid; cont; t; l; context si. Here, wid refers to the worker id of the contributor; cont refers to the data content; t and l denote when and where the data is obtained; context s represents optional contexts of the data, such as the shooting place and angle, and the shooting distance to the sensing target. When aggregated by the order of sensing time in the backend server, the data items form a data stream D. More specifically, it consists of a sequence of data items D ¼ fd 1 ; . . . ; d k ; . . .g arriving at timestamps t 1 ; . . . ; t k . . ..
Picture Context Sensing
The context information of pictures, e.g., time, shot distance, shooting angles, can be directly obtained from sensor readings from the smartphone or inferred from crowdsourced data.
For visual crowdsensing tasks, a special smartphone application is typically used by workers for data collection. This app can capture relevant sensing data during picture taking, e.g., the picture-taking time, the shooting angle (using built-in 3D accelerometer and magnetometer sensors), and the shot place (using built-in GPS). Example techniques can be found in [15] .
Depending on whether the task location is pre-specified, how to infer the shot distance is different. If the location of a task is specified, we can compute the shot distance based on the shot place and the task location. However, the location of the sensing target (i.e., the task location) sometimes cannot be pre-defined, for instance, for a spontaneous or instant event. Recently, we have proposed a crowd-intelligencebased approach for estimation of sensing task location [6] . With the estimated task location, the shot distance can be calculated.
Data Diversity
According to different task needs, diversity may vary in meanings. We broadly define diversity at two levels: macro and micro.
Macro-diversity. It is defined at the semantic level, using the attributes such as location, shooting angle, shot size. Using the specified attributes, we can group data in the crowdsensed data stream and regard each detected group as an aspect of macrodiversity. The concept is closely related to the aspect coverage concept discussed in [18] . Micro-diversity. It refers to the diversity need within each aspect. For object imagery, we desire even coverage in each aspect to ensure data quality. For event photography, micro-diversity emphasizes the richness (e.g., fine-grained details of a scene) of data in key aspects.
Problem Analysis on Utility Measurement
To measure user contribution, we should calculate the data utility of each worker. It consists of three steps: data grouping, data selection, and utility measurement.
Data grouping. The data items about the same aspect of macro diversity are considered redundant and should be grouped/clustered. Multi-dimensional attributes are hard to be integrated into a single distance metric; rather, they should better be treated in a hierarchical manner, i.e., considering different attributes at different layers. Though decision tree is frequently used for classification, Basak and Krishnapuram [30] have explored its use in an unsupervised manner for hierarchical clustering. However, this work is conducted on an entire data set and it cannot deal with continuous data streams. We need online clustering of the data stream to get real-time feedback on the diversity status. To address the above issues, we develop PTree, a hierarchical clustering algorithm for grouping crowdsourced data stream. Data selection. It is about choosing representative data items from each cluster at the micro diversity level. For object imagery, we should select representative data items from each cluster based on task needs. For event photography, we should select more data items in key aspects and none at non-key aspects. The selection number should adapt to the number of contributors of the relevant aspect to encourage a wide scope of contributions from different workers. We present our adaptive approach later. Utility measurement. Based on the data selection result, we can calculate the data utility of each worker. To enhance quality of sensing, data utility is made proportional to the ratio of each worker's number of selected data items to the size of the whole selected dataset. To put data utility measurement into perspective, we use Fig. 2 to demonstrate how it relates to other components in a visual crowdsensing system. Task requesters publish their task with the elements defined in the task model. The worker selection scheme selects suitable workers to perform a task. This has been studied in lots of previous work. The selected workers perform the task accordingly and submit their data to the backend server. According to the defined diversity attributes of a task, data grouping can be conducted with the submitted data. Over the obtained data groups, data selection is performed and each worker's contribution is then measured. To demonstrate the usage of our utility measurement model to enhance the data quality of visual crowdsensing tasks, we propose two utility-enhanced payment schemes.
Multi-Attribute-Based Data Grouping
To support data clustering using multi-dimensional attributes, we develop a tree structure called PTree [31] . It can be used for data stream clustering. A PTree has f+2 layers if the task has f features. The root node exists at layer-0 and the other layers are defined as layer-l (1 l f þ 1). Leaf nodes (LNs) only exist at the bottom layer, consisting of contributed data items. Each non-leaf node (NLN) N corresponds to a micro-cluster, composed of the LNs whose ancestors involve N. Each node in a PTree has an id and an index. The id is the serial number of a node among its siblings. We define the path from the root node to this node as the index of a node, composing of a sequence of ids of nodes in the path. Assuming that the data stream is fd 1 ; . . . ; d 12 g and the task has three attributes, then a five-layer PTree can be generated (see Fig. 3 ). Each node is represented by its index (e.g., N 12 ). Records The clustering process under PTree is the tree generation process under the data stream, consisting of two collaborative operations: branching and layering. Branching decides which cluster a new data item should be placed in (at the horizontal level), while layering refers to the one-to-one mapping between the constraint set and the layer set (at the vertical level).
Branching
In data stream clustering, we should decide whether a newarriving data item can be grouped into an existing cluster. To achieve this in PTree, we should calculate its semantic distance from the already-generated micro-clusters. Since we are conducting hierarchical clustering with PTree, it should be matched from the top to bottom layers with the micro-clusters at each layer. If a data item has the distance less than the constraint value to a micro-cluster at layer-t (e.g., 30 degree for the shooting angle layer), we call the associated NLN an m-NLN (matched-NLN). The distance measurement method will be described later. A data item can have more than one m-NLNs at the same layer, and the one with the minimum distance is chosen to be grouped. The branching process is elaborated in detail below. Regarding the distance measurement in clustering, it is measured by the center of a micro-cluster (or NLN) and the data item. The center of NLN N 111 in Fig. 3 is calculated with the value of items d 1 , d 3 , and d 5 . The method to calculate the center of an NLN is relevant to the feature used at that layer. For location or shooting angle, the mean value can be used as the value of the center. For other features such as visual features, it is difficult to obtain an average value. For simplicity, we use either first-as-center (FaC) or last-as-center (LaC) to set the center of an NLN. As shown in Fig. 3 , the center of N 111 with FaC and LaC is d 1 and d 5 , respectively. The method for calculating distance is different for different features, and some of them are given below.
Location and time. The euclidean distance is used. Shooting angle distance. It refers to the angle between the shooting directions of two pictures in the 3D space.
Layering
Normally, task requesters are allowed to specify their preferred layering strategy (e.g., deciding which feature is placed higher/lower in the tree). However, the layering result can greatly impact the computational cost and it is sometimes difficult for a task requester to specify them. We discuss it further in Section 5.
Data Selection and Utility Measurement
After a PTree is generated, we should select data from each micro-cluster based on micro diversity needs. There are several strategies that can be employed.
Mean-priority. This method selects the data item that is close to the center of a cluster. It is a crowd-intelligence-based approach and considers the data items closer to the center more useful. This scheme is useful for object imagery applications. For example, in our previous work [15] , this scheme is used to select pictures of the best shooting angle of on-board fliers. Time-priority. For event recording, to attain richness of data at key aspects, time is an important factor. In other words, this scheme is particularly useful for recording evolving events. We divide the time constraint into sub-intervals according to the number of data to be selected, and select one data item for each sub-interval. The data item close to the center of a sub-interval will be selected. Content-priority. For pictures, we prefer to the data with high-quality sensing contexts (in terms of hand shaking, lighting). Advanced image understanding methods can also be used to choose pictures with rich information. This scheme is useful for both object-imagery and event recording applications, which can be used for high-quality data selection. In [15] , we used a combination of lighting-condition and hand-shaking features to recognize and filter out low-quality data. It should be noted that these data selection schemes can be combined based on different application needs. For example, we can first filter out low-quality data in event recording using the content-priority scheme, and then use the time-priority scheme for picture selection. In our experiments, multiple schemes are used.
For object imagery, we can select a given number (e.g., one) of representative data items from each cluster. For event photography, we should select more data items in key aspects and none at non-key aspects. To achieve this in event photography, we use a parameter called selection base SelB. If there are contributions from m workers in a cluster, dm=SelBe data items will be selected from it. The value of SelB can be adjusted according to task needs (e.g., the expected number of participants, the event type)
The data selection results can be used for individual data utility measurement according to Eqs. (1) and (2) as follows. Considering that data items contributed by a worker w i is mðw i Þ, and m 0 ðw i Þ mðw i Þ denoted the sub set of selected ones. The selected data from all workers form SubD ðSubD DÞ, formulated as follows:
Individual data utility (IDU). IDU is the aggregated utility of each worker's contribution for a task. It denotes the ratio of the selected data of w i to SubD, formulated as follows:
UTILITY-BASED PAYMENT SCHEMES
To showcase how the measured utility can be applied to support visual crowdsensing applications, we study its impact on payment schemes, a type of commonly used incentive mechanisms. Existing incentive mechanisms are often designed to work with a pre-specified budget. Traditional fixed budget may not be able to handle the dynamics of visual crowdsensing tasks. First, it is often hard to pre-determine how many data items are needed to satisfy the diversity needs. Second, existing methods select workers based merely on their bid price, while data quality is not considered. A worker with a relatively high bid price cannot win the auction even though her data utility is higher. The following are our strategies to address the two issues.
To enhance data quality, it is important to adjust the budget value with the aggregated utility of crowd-collected data. We thus propose a dynamic budgeting strategy. In this strategy, we do not fix the total budget value B; instead, we define the individual budget IB for each selected data
To fully motivate crowd workers, we give rewards based on the quality of their contributed data, i.e., IDU. We study two payment schemes in this paper. (i) Given the measured utility of individual workers, an intuitive way is to pay them in proportion to their contributions. This scheme is data-centric and ignores users' perception of the price of their data. Therefore, we propose (ii) a utility-enhanced reverse auction scheme that allows people to dynamically price their sensing data according to the utility, an extension of a widely studied method [22] , [23] , [25] , [32] . The following characterizes the two schemes in detail.
Utility (Uti). Workers are ranked by their IDU, and the reward to a worker w i , denoted by rðw i Þ is given as follows:
Utility-Bid (Uti-Bid). It is an improved reverse auction method. Bid is given after the task completes. The workers are assumed rational, and they give a bid that is lower than B. Both the bid price and utility are used for worker selection. Workers are ranked in the ascending order by the value of Eq. (5). In reverse auction, each worker is paid by her bid. Given the budget B, the number of winners w (to be paid) is determined by the summed bid that B can afford, as formulated in Eq. (6) 
EVALUATION
Having described the technical details of UtiPay, we present the experiments to validate its performance.
Experiment Purposes and Metrics
The success of UtiPay is affected by several factors, and accordingly we define the following goals for experiments.
Data Grouping
It is the building block for utility measurement, and we should verify whether PTree can effectively cluster data according to the coverage needs. To measure this, we employ the Maximum Independent Set (MIS) [33] in graph theory as the ground truth of which data items should be selected. Given a data set D, if two data items in D are considered identical under certain constraint settings, we draw an edge between them. This generates a graph G with each data item as a vertex. Finding a full-coverage subset of D is equal to the retrieval of MIS of G. Each member of MIS is called a facet of D. Note that MIS works over the whole data set (offline) while PTree can handle data streams online. We use SubD to denote the selected subset of D using PTree and MIS Set to denote the obtained MIS of the relevant data set. The precision and recall on data selection is formulated as follows:
Recall ¼ jMIS SetðSubDÞj jMIS SetðDÞj :
We also implement the unsupervised decision tree (UDT) method [30] for comparison. It also works for multi-attribute, hierarchical data clustering, but again works offline. It first computes the layering strategy and then performs clustering. We evaluate the performance of PTree and UDT under the same layering strategy. Since UDT uses kmeans for intra-layer clustering, to make it comparable, we set the cluster number k the same as that of PTree at the same layer.
Data Selection and Utility Measurement
For event photography, we want to test if SelB in utility measurement can be used for highlight detection and rich data selection. For object imagery, we want to see if utility measurement impacts even data distribution regarding different aspects. The evenness of coverage (denoted by EVC) is measured by the Standard Deviation as in Eq. (9), where s is the number of aspects, and d i is the number of data items under aspect i
Utility-Based Payment
We compare the performance of the two proposed payment schemes. To understand user willingness to participate, we measure the evolution of participant number in a relatively long-term study. We also want to understand the bidding strategy of users under different situations (e.g., diversity needs). The premium rate (PRR) regarding to IB is used, which measures the degree of speculation of workers, as shown follows:
Experimental Settings and Dataset
With the above experiment purposes, we conducted three user studies with a total of 43 subjects.
Experiment-1: Evolving Event Photography
It simulated a typical event photography task: capturing interesting moments of a technical presentation (Presentation for short). Eleven graduate students participated, and submitted a total of 151 pictures (see Table 1 ).
Experiment-2: Object Imagery
It simulates an object imagery task. To investigate how the usage of utility measurement can improve data quality, we made a comparative study. We recruited a group of 10 subjects and asked them to conduct two rounds of object imagery (Object for short) targeting a popular monument on the campus of a university (size:12 mÂ6 mÂ4 m). We told the subjects that the goal was to cover different angle/shot-size of it. In the first round, we informed the subjects that each of them can obtain a given reward, similar to the micro-payment scheme in [24] . In the second round, the subjects were told to be valued by measuring the utility of their contributed data. Each subject was asked to take three pictures. The subjects were asked to do the task sequentially, i.e., the subject set increased from {A} to {A, B,...,J}.
Experiment-3: Payment
To test the impact of payment schemes on user participation and the relation between visual crowdsensing tasks and bidding strategy, we made a two-phase study. The first phase is a dedicated case study founded on the Presentation event to understand the relationship between data utility, bid, and payment. The 11 contributors were asked to indicate their bid when the task completed. We also applied the reverse auction (Bid) method that selected winners based on bid only as the baseline. Before bidding, we briefed that the budget for each selected picture was around 1 Yuan and it was in a competitive environment.
The second phase is a relatively long-term study (oneweek) to investigate the impact of different payment schemes on long-term user participation and the factors that impact their bidding strategy. Nineteen tasks were used, including both online crowdsourcing (e.g., searching and contributing pictures of the famous scenic spots of a city) and offline crowdsensing (e.g., taking pictures of popular restaurants near the university campus). To make a comparison between Uti and Uti-Bid, the experiment was divided into two phases. In the first phase, we used Uti for 11 tasks and Uti-Bid for the other eight tasks. We recruited subjects from our department by online posts. There were 22 students that participated in at least two tasks, and each one with an average of 10 tasks. In terms of the coverage scale and potential number of valid data, the complexity for each task differed. We thus had eight complex tasks and 11 simple tasks. The IB (for a valid data item) of each task ranged from 0.5 to 1 Yuan. Finally, we collected 3,868 data items. A total of 460 Yuan was paid, and the payment to each subject ranged from 2 to 69 Yuan.
Experimental Results of PTree-Based Data Grouping
We present the results in line with the three experimental purposes presented previously. 
Data Grouping Performance
We evaluated the clustering performance with the dataset collected from Presentation (similar conclusions can be obtained for Object). For Presentation, we specified two thresholds: time interval and shooting angle. The time interval th t was set to 5 minutes. The shooting angle th a was set to 30 according to the "30 degree jump cut rule" in film editing [26] . We experimented with two layering manners, TA ({(time, l 1 ), (angle, l 2 )}) and AT ({(angle, l 1 ), (time, l 2 )}) to study the impact of layering. Finding the MIS is NP-hard and thus we adopted a greedy method proposed in [33] . In MIS, we added edges to any two pictures that were semantically similar, i.e., both the distances of time and angle were within the thresholds. In our comparison, we use TA as the layering strategy for UDT. As shown in Fig. 4 , the precision and recall of PTree are all over 80 percent under different settings, significantly higher than those of UDT. It is because that the clustering of UDT is not totally based on semantic constraints. Data falling into different clusters in UDT can be semantically redundant. Table 2 shows that PTree (AT) has the lowest computational cost expressed in processing time among the three. To understand why AT is better than TA on computational cost, we compared the trees generated. Two PTrees under the AT and TA layer mappings of the Presentation data are shown in Fig. 5 . Compared to the AT-tree, the TA-tree has a bigger fan-out at the top layer. It is the main reason for higher computational cost. A theoretical analysis is given below.
The Impact of Layering Scheme
The PTree generation process is similar to the Trie-tree construction problem [34] , where the computational cost is greatly affected by the feature used at each layer. According to [34] , for Trie-trees, the computational cost can be lowered when generating a gradually-expanding tree (we call this the thin-A-shape). Given the task attributes, we can estimate the upper bound of potential numbers of branches (NPB) for each attribute. For example, for a task, the NPB to the time interval can be estimated as ðTE À TSÞ=th t, where TS and TE denote the start and end time of the task. Given the estimations and the A-shape rule, one strategy to reduce computational cost is to put features with smaller NPBs at upper layers. Placing a feature with a big NPB at top layers may yield more branches, resulting in a fat-A-shape. In the Presentation event case, the NPB of time is 70/5(min)=14, while the NPB of shooting angle is at most 180/30=6. Therefore, when placing shooting angle feature over the time feature (i.e., AT), the PTree can better maintain a thin-A-shape. The efficiency of AT is thus higher than that of TA, indicating that setting proper layering scheme can improve computational performance.
Note that the layering strategy also depends on the task needs. When the computational cost is not the major concern, features that are important for the task should be placed at top layers to get a better view/use of the clustering results. For example, for event coverage tasks, we often place the time feature at the top layer to retrieve the key moments.
Experimental Results of Data Selection and Utility Measurement
We conducted data selection over the grouping results. The impact of utility measurement to data quality is also tested.
Evolving Event Photography
As shown in Fig. 5 , the resulting PTree under TA-layering has eight branches at the time layer and at most four branches at the angle layer (A1-A4). By analyzing the clustering result we found that the four angle groups just correspond to the four directions (left, right, middle-left, and middle-right) of the presentation venue. So we mapped all the angle groups at different time branch to the four directions, and obtained a total of 30 groups in PTree. We tested the impact of SelB on key aspect detection. Since the number of subjects was small, SelB was set to 2 and 3 in two trials for comparison. Table 3 is the distribution of selected pictures at key aspects (time-angle) under Time branch  A1  A2  A3  A4  A1  A2  A3 A4   T1  2  2  1  1  2  1  0  0  T2  2  1  1  1  1  0  0  0  T3  2  2  1  1  1  1  0  0  T4  2  2  1  0  2  1  0  0  T5  1  1  0  0  0  0  0  0  T6  2  1  1  0  1  0  0  0  T7  0  1  0  0  0  0  0  0  T8  0  0  1  1  0  0  0  0 different SelB. The detected key aspects is 23 and 8 (the cell value is not zero) when SelB is 2 and 3, respectively. When SelB increases, more groups with few contributors are considered non-key aspects, and the number of selected pictures under each key-aspect also decreases (from 2 to 1). It implies that a bigger SelB leads to a more selective event summary. We can obtain multi-grained event summary by adjusting SelB. We assume that for the key moments or highlights in events, workers from different angles will contribute data. We thus propose the co-attention ratio (CAR), the proportion of co-detected key angles at different moments to all the key angles. As shown in Table 3 , when SelB is 2, there are 3, 2, 2 time branch considered key moments in at least 4, 3, 2 angle domains, respectively. When SelB is 3, there are three time branch covered by two angle domains. The CAR is thus (3Â4+2Â3+2Â2)/23 = 96 percent and 3Â2/8 =75 percent when SelB is 2, 3, respectively. The result indicates that the detected key moments have high shared attention and can be considered event highlights. On the other hand, biased/tricky data is mostly neglected with SelB. For example, two subjects contributed 4, 3 data items at T5-A3, T4-A4, respectively (but no other people contributed), and these data were considered noise when SelB was 2. Fig. 6 illustrates part of highlights of Presentation. We used the time-priority scheme for data selection. We can find that our work well covers the critical moments, e.g., presentation starting, peak moments, and Q&A. More scenes of the event can be detected given a small SelB, such as Q&A in Fig. 6 .
Object Imagery
According to the task needs of Object, we used two constraints for data selection: shot-size and angle. Shot-size calculates the distance to the center of the sensing object, by which we want to get the long/short shots to the object. It was set to 8 meters in the experiment. The shooting angle constraint was set to 45 degree due to the small number of subjects. Since the monument can be viewed in all directions, we divided the space into eight domains (no. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] .
There are 8Â2=16 distinctive aspects given the shot-size and angle constraints. As shown in Fig. 7 , all were covered under the Utility setting, and the pictures were selected based on the mean-priority scheme. The evolution of evenness coverage (in Eq. (9)) measure of the two strategies is shown in Fig. 8 . The EVC of No-Utility increased by over three times as the subject set grew from {A} to {A,...,J}. For Utility, it kept at a certain level (around 0.5) when the subject set increased, the performance of which was much better than No-Utility. It proves that the usage of utility better motivates even data coverage.
We further studied whether the usage of utility can foster rapid coverage. Fig. 9 shows the evolution of aspect coverage with the increasing number of subjects. When utility was not used, the number of covered aspects reached 15 after five subjects had submitted their data; while when utility was used, the first two subjects already achieved the same coverage. It indicates that the usage of utility facilitates quick coverage, making it more beneficial for tasks conducted with limited availability of crowd workers.
Experimental Results of Utility-Based Payment
In the first phase of Experiment-3, we conducted a comparative study of the two payment schemes as well as the baseline method on the Presentation dataset. Fig. 10 shows the number of data contributed, the ones selected, and the bid from each subject. The rewards under the two schemes are shown in Fig. 11 .
Uti versus Uti-Bid
It is not surprising that under Uti, user rewards are related to the number of data selected. All subjects were paid but subject D. In Fig. 11, subjects A, B , C, G, I received higher payment than others. We can classify them into two groups: G1 and G2, where G1-the number of contributed data is low, but the selection ratio is high, such as B (50 percent) and C (40 percent); G2-the selection ratio is low (around 20 percent), but more data are contributed, such as A, G, and I. In other words, G2 contributed more personalized data. Under Uti-Bid, only C, G, I were paid. These subjects proposed reasonable bids according to their contribution, and thus increased their opportunity to win. In particular, under Uti-Bid, the winners C and G obtained the rewards as they priced, which was higher than that in Uti. I made a low bid regarding to her contribution, and thus her reward was lower than Uti. Though A, E, H, J, K had data selected, their bids were not competitive with regard to their contribution and the bids of the others, and they lost in Uti-Bid.
Uti-Bid versus Bid
We also compared Uti-Bid to the reverse auction scheme (Bid) [23] . As shown in Fig. 11 , the paid subject set for Bid is {C, D, F, I}. Though more subjects were paid, the utility ratio of paid subjects of Bid (10/20) was much lower than that of Uti-Bid (14/20) . The worst case is that D had no data selected but was granted the highest reward under Bid.
In the second phase of Experiment-3, we aim to understand the evolution of worker participation under different payment schemes. We also tested user bidding strategy under different tasks.
User participation and payment manner. We first analyze the results for the eight Uti-Bid tasks, where a total of 14 people participated. From Fig. 12 we can find that the average worker bid is mostly higher than their gain for either Uti or Uti-Bid, which implies that most participants attempted to obtain more rewards speculatively. Note that here the average bid is over all bids from the same worker. If a worker wins a particular bid, we pay her by her bid value, thus, nobody gets negative payoff. Intuitively, Uti-Bid introduces more uncertainty and competitiveness on user payment than Uti. We may assume that workers may drop out because her valid contribution may not be paid without a reasonable bid. For instance, the result indicates that 72 percent participants obtained lower reward under Uti-Bid than Uti. However, from the result shown in Fig. 13 , we find that the usage of Uti-Bid in the second phase did not impact user willingness, and the number of participants even increased with time. The subjects stated that with the introduction of bidding, task performing became more risky and interesting, which raised their willingness to participate. Data coverage and bidding strategy. The subjects may adjust their bid according to task coverage needs. We can find from Table 4 PRR varies in terms of the complexity of a task on coverage. We find that the average PRR for complex tasks is lower than simple ones. One possible reason is that it is more difficult to evaluate personal contribution (contribution measurement) for complex tasks. While for simple tasks, data redundancy is high and each worker may believe that her data has a good coverage. With the above analysis, it is not surprising that the highest PRR occurs under the simple task set, and the value is 0.77.
DISCUSSION
This section discusses issues that are not reported or addressed in this work due to space and time constraint, which can be added to our future work.
Diversity of visual crowdsensing tasks. The diversity needs are represented as various attributes. However, sometimes the various aspects of a task are difficult to determine as the task requesters are not familiar with the target or the constraint set cannot align well with the sensing contexts. In these cases, we may ask the task requesters to simply specify how much data they want to select from. We intend to explore methods to address the consequent new need: how to optimize data utility by selecting a subset with given size from the data stream. Budget constraint and payment. We use individual budget in terms of coverage needs. The number of data items is controlled by predefined task attributes. Till now the total budget constraint is not considered. Sometimes a task requester may have limited budget and she may not need to have the full diversity. A possible solution is that we make the payment online and allow people to be aware of his current payment and the remaining budget. The data collection process stops when the remaining budget becomes zero. Our data grouping method, as discussed, supports online grouping, selection, as well as payment. Adaptive utility measurement. To motivate people to contribute data at specific places in MCS, [27] , [29] displayed the rewarding points to users on the map. Their methods rely on integrated location-based game elements, which do not address the multidimensional and macro/micro diversity needs. Though, Kawajiri et al. [29] used a point calculation method, where rewarding points for a place can be altered by learning crowd behaviors. This inspires us to develop adaptive utility measurement schemes (i.e., the utility of each data in SubD can be different), which may better steer people to cover less-popular aspects of a task. Participant drop-out. Participant drop-out is an important issue in designing MCS incentive mechanisms. There are several potential reasons that may affect user rewards: low budget from the data requester, improper bidding from workers, and so on. To support task requesters on reasonable budget setting, we have proposed a dynamic budgeting approach [35] . It can suggest reference budgets according to the spatial-temporal context of the published tasks and human mobility patterns. In order to help workers give reasonable bids, a well-designed interaction interface is also important. For example, we can share with the workers of a task the data collection and payment dynamics, including the data collected by each worker, their bid and data utility, and payment results. This will help workers adjust their bidding strategies in performing other tasks. Sensing cost. Traditional studies pay workers by the volume of data collected. In order to enhance data quality, we propose a data-utility-based approach for worker payment. The sensing cost is an important factor in the payment scheme. However, it is usually hard to measure the sensing cost, because it can be impacted by numerous factors, such as movement distance, energy cost, decision making cost, and the influence to other planned activities of the worker. Our recent work [36] , [37] has considered movement distance as one type of cost for MCS task performing. The current paper focuses on data utility, and in the future we will attempt to integrate the measurable sensing costs into our payment scheme.
CONCLUSIONS
We characterized the macro-and micro-diversity needs of two major visual crowsensing task types, and presented detailed design of the key components of UtiPay, including task modeling, PTree clustering, data selection, and utility measurement. We also designed two payment schemes that take into account data utility for each worker. Experiments based on user studies have indicated that our method can (i) enhance rapid and even coverage for object imagery tasks, (ii) support multi-grained highlight detection for event recording tasks by altering SelB, without being affected by tricky or biased behaviors, and (iii) the utilitybased payment schemes can enhance data quality.
As for future work, we will extend the utility measurement and payment mechanisms to address the needs of other forms of visual crowdsensing tasks. We also plan to study adaptive utility measurement schemes regarding to crowd visiting patterns and place popularity. " For more information on this or any other computing topic, please visit our Digital Library at www.computer.org/publications/dlib.
